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Was Jesus a Muslim?
Questioning Categories in the Study of Religion
An intriguing question - Do Muslims understand Jesus in some ways more historically appropriate than Christians do? leads Robert F. Shedinger into a series of provocative challenges to the disciplines of religious studies and
comparative religions. Questioning the convenient distinction between "politics" and "religion" and the isolation of
"religion" from wider social and cultural questions, Shedinger oﬀers a proposal for a more accurate and respectful
understanding of faith that he argues will improve possibilities for mutual understanding among Christians, Muslims and others.

The Islamic Jesus
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How the King of the Jews Became a Prophet of the
Muslims
St. Martin's Press “A welcome expansion of the fragile territory known as common ground.” —The New York Times
When Reza Aslan’s bestseller Zealot came out in 2013, there was criticism that he hadn’t addressed his Muslim faith
while writing the origin story of Christianity. In fact, Ross Douthat of The New York Times wrote that “if Aslan had
actually written in defense of the Islamic view of Jesus, that would have been something provocative and new.”
Mustafa Akyol’s The Islamic Jesus is that book. The Islamic Jesus reveals startling new truths about Islam in the context
of the ﬁrst Muslims and the early origins of Christianity. Muslims and the ﬁrst Christians—the Jewish followers of
Jesus—saw Jesus as not divine but rather as a prophet and human Messiah and that salvation comes from faith and
good works, not merely as faith, as Christians would later emphasize. What Akyol seeks to reveal are how these core
beliefs of Jewish Christianity, which got lost in history as a heresy, emerged in a new religion born in 7th Arabia: Islam.
Akyol exposes this extraordinary historical connection between Judaism, Jewish Christianity and Islam—a major
mystery unexplored by academia. From Jesus’ Jewish followers to the Nazarenes and Ebionites to the Qu’ran’s stories
of Mary and Jesus, The Islamic Jesus will reveal links between religions that seem so contrary today. It will also call on
Muslims to discover their own Jesus, at a time when they are troubled by their own Pharisees and Zealots.

The Muslim Jesus
Sayings and Stories in Islamic Literature
Harvard University Press This work presents in English translation the largest collection ever assembled of the sayings
and stories of Jesus in Arabic Islamic literature. In doing so, it traces a tradition of love and reverence for Jesus that
has characterized Islamic thought for more than a thousand years. An invaluable resource for the history of religions,
the collection documents how one culture, that of Islam, assimilated the towering religious ﬁgure of another, that of
Christianity. As such, it is a work of great signiﬁcance for the understanding of both, and of profound implications for
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modern-day intersectarian relations and ecumenical dialogue. Tarif Khalidi’s introduction and commentaries place the
sayings and stories in their historical context, showing how and why this “gospel” arose and the function it served
within Muslim devotion. The Jesus that emerges here is a compelling ﬁgure of deep and life-giving spirituality. The
sayings and stories, some 300 in number and arranged in chronological order, show us how the image of this Jesus
evolved throughout a millennium of Islamic history.

Dreams and Visions
Is Jesus Awakening the Muslim World?
Thomas Nelson Inc Jesusappears to be revealing Himself to Muslims through powerful dreams and visionsthroughout
the Islamic world today, and the results are dramatic. Eleven years ago, Pastor Tom Doyle felt God callinghim to leave
the pastorate and become a full-time missionary in the Middle Eastand Central Asia. Through his extensive work in the
region, which includes over80 trips to places like Iran, Afghanistan, Iraq, Egypt, Syria, Israel, Lebanon,and Turkey, Tom
has met and recorded the stories of former Muslims who wereﬁrst introduced to Jesus through either a dream or a
vision that powerfullyopened their hearts to become followers of Christ. Though they live in the mostdangerous places
in the world for people who leave Islam and embrace Christ,their passion for the Savior is contagious and inspirational.
These are never-before-told stories from the front lines of the world of Islam. Through these unexplained supernatural
occurrences, more Muslimshave become believers in the last ten years than in the last 15 centuries ofIslam. Why
would God use dreams to reach the Muslim world? Can dreams and visions be trusted? What happens after these
people experience a dream or vision? In Dreams and Visions, Tom Doyletakes the reader deep into the heart of the
Middle East to meet believers who have been directly touched by the very hand of God.

Islam's Jesus
While it is not well known among Christians, Jesus has an important role in the Quaranic literature, and this book
examines this provocative topic, focusing on Jesus's role in the eschatology of Islam, especially on the afterlife.
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Christians, Muslims and Jesus
Yale University Press Prophet or messiah, the ﬁgure of Jesus serves as both the bridge and the barrier between
Christianity and Islam. In this accessible and revelatory book, Muslim scholar and popular commentator Mona Siddiqui
explores the theological links between the two religions, showing how Islamic thought has approached and responded
to Jesus and Christological themes from its earliest days to modern times. The author ﬁnds that the philosophical
overlap between the two religions is greater than previously imagined, and this being so, her book brings with it the
hope of improving interfaith communication and understanding./divDIV DIVThrough a careful analysis of selected
works by major Christian and Muslim theologians during the formative, medieval, and modern periods of both
religions, Siddiqui focuses on themes including revelation, prophesy, salvation, redemption, grace, sin, eschatology,
law, and love. How did some become the deﬁning characteristics of one faith and not the other? Which—and why—do
some translate between the two religions? With a nuanced and carefully considered analysis of critical doctrines of
Christianity and Islam, the author provides a refreshing counterpoint to contemporary polemical arguments and makes
an important contribution to reasoned interfaith conversation./div

Was Jesus a Muslim?
Questioning Categories in the Study of Religion
Fortress Press An intriguing question - Do Muslims understand Jesus in some ways more historically appropriate than
Christians do? - leads Robert F. Shedinger into a series of provocative challenges to the disciplines of religious studies
and comparative religions. Questioning the convenient distinction between "politics" and "religion" and the isolation of
"religion" from wider social and cultural questions, Shedinger oﬀers a proposal for a more accurate and respectful
understanding of faith that he argues will improve possibilities for mutual understanding among Christians, Muslims and others.
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Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
A Devout Muslim Encounters Christianity
Zondervan In Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, now expanded with bonus content, Nabeel Qureshi describes his dramatic
journey from Islam to Christianity, complete with friendships, investigations, and supernatural dreams along the way.
Providing an intimate window into a loving Muslim home, Qureshi shares how he developed a passion for Islam before
discovering, almost against his will, evidence that Jesus rose from the dead and claimed to be God. Unable to deny the
arguments but not wanting to deny his family, Qureshi struggled with an inner turmoil that will challenge Christians,
Muslims, and all those who are interested in the world’s greatest religions. Engaging and thought-provoking, Seeking
Allah, Finding Jesus tells a powerful story of the clash between Islam and Christianity in one man’s heart?and of the
peace he eventually found in Jesus. "I have seldom seen such genuine intellect combined with passion to match ... truly
a 'must-read' book."—Ravi Zacharias

Jesus and the Muslim
An Exploration
Oneworld Publications Limited A highly acclaimed introduction to the ﬁgure of Jesus from a Muslim perspective, this
book illuminates the unity and division between the Islamic and Christian faiths.

Finding Jesus among Muslims
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How Loving Islam Makes Me a Better Catholic
Liturgical Press Why should Christians engage in interfaith dialogue with Muslims? Does Islam have anything to oﬀer
Christians? What is Islamophobia, and what should we do about it? These are just some of the questions addressed in
Finding Jesus among Muslims, an urgent new book from author Jordan Denari Duﬀner. Drawing from church teaching,
the stories of saints and martyrs, and her extensive personal experiences living among Muslims in both the United
States and the Middle East, Duﬀner explains why all Christians are called to participate in a “dialogue of life” with
Muslims. Her intelligent and fresh approach makes Duﬀner a welcome voice on some of the most important social and
religious questions of our day.

Jesus through Muslim Eyes
SPCK Muslims and Christians both love Jesus. This is because Islam and Christianity agree on many of the
extraordinary claims about his earthly and heavenly life. Beyond these agreements, however, the Jesus of Islam points
down a diﬀerent road to that of Christianity.

The Mysteries of Jesus
A Muslim Study of the Origins and Doctrines of the
Christian Church
Sakina Books
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Islam Saves Jesus
How Muslims Love Christ More Than Christians
Unveiling The True Identity of Jesus Christ
Irrefutable Proof That Allah Is Our Creator, Jesus Christ Is
His Messenger, the Message of Jesus Christ and the
Gospel Was Tampered with After His Departure, and
Muslims are the True Followers of Jesus Christ
The Sincere Seeker While Islamic theology diﬀers from Christianity's, Muslims and Christians hold Jesus Christ in high
esteem. He is a central ﬁgure in both religions, loved, admired, respected, and revered. Both Muslims and Christians
believe in Jesus' virgin birth, ability to perform miracles and return at the end of time. However, both religions diﬀer in
Christ's nature and life occurrences. While Christians accept Jesus Christ as the divine Son of God, Muslims take him as
a human and one of God's mighty noble Messengers sent to relay God's Message to his people, just as many past
Prophets did. This book encourages Christians and non-Muslims alike to cross-examine what the Bible and Jesus Christ
state about God, His message to humanity, the nature of Jesus Christ, and related concepts. If done sincerely, one
should conclude that neither Jesus Christ nor the Bible teaches what the Church teaches today. One concludes that
Jesus Christ and the Bible never mention Jesus Christ as the Son of God, part of the Trinity, nor did they teach the
concepts of cruciﬁxion, redemption, or permission to abandon the law of the Prophet Moses PBUH. Many wellintentioned Christians follow modern Christianity, a corrupted version of the teachings of Jesus Christ - those he never
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preached nor taught. This book provides irrefutable proof from the Bible and common logic that Allah is our Creator,
and Jesus Christ was a Muslim and human Prophet sent to the nation before us, the Children of Israel. It provides
irrefutable evidence from the Bible that the Revelation of Jesus Christ was tampered with by humans after his
departure and that the Bible we read today is not the inspired Word of God. One must use their God-given gift of
intellect and logic to investigate, ponder, and reﬂect without allowing their emotions and cultural biases to cloud their
judgment, blindly following their Church. To my dear Christian, you must research and know the reality of Jesus Christ
and his message so you may be guided to God, enter Paradise eternally, and avoid the ultimate punishment. Topics in
the book include: Understanding the Concept of God Sending Messengers to Relay His Message Basic Understanding of
the Similarities and Diﬀerences Between Islam, Christianity, & Judaism Who is Allah? Whom Are Jesus Christ and Mary
PBUT? Whom Was Jesus Christ Sent to Address? What Was His Mission? Did He Come with a New Law as Christians
Claim? Is Jesus God, Son of God, or Prophet of God? What does the Bible Say? Trinity Crucial Diﬀerences Between God
& Jesus Christ Who is the Author of the Bible? Does the Bible Contain Errors & Contradictions? Pornography, Incest, &
Immorality in the Bible Is Jesus Christ God Because He was Born With no Father? Christians Claim Jesus Christ is Divine,
and his Ability to Perform Miracles is Proof The Bible Labels Jesus Christ as 'The Son of God' Son of Man' 'Lord' 'His
Servant' 'The Father and I are one' 'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God....' 'For There are Three
That Bear Record in Heaven' The Word 'Begotten' in the Bible 'I am the way and the truth and the life' The Role of Paul
in Christianity and How He Destroyed the Teachings of Jesus Christ Paganism on Christianity Atonement Was Jesus
Christ Cruciﬁed? Proofs that Islam is the Only True Religion of God Scientiﬁc & Mathematical Miracles, Quality &
Eloquence, Prophecies, Predictions, Knowledge of Past Events of the Holy Quran The Prophet Muhammad PBUH in a
Nutshell & Prophesied in The Bible & Other Scriptures Muslims are the True Followers of Jesus Christ Tawheed Was Our
Father Prophet Abraham PBUH a Jew, Christian, or Muslim? The Second Coming of Jesus Christ Toward the End of Times

Sharing Jesus with Muslims
A Step-by-Step Guide
Zondervan A practical starting point for Christians to share the hope of Jesus with Muslims. Since September 11th,
2001, relationships between Christians and Muslims have been deﬁned by fear. Increasing violence in the Middle East
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has caused Islam to be associated with persecution and terrorism and has led many Christians to view Muslims as the
enemy. But the Bible provides clear instruction to move past fear and share the Gospel with all peoples, including
Muslims. Every Christian can be an ambassador of Christ to Muslims, even without becoming an expert on Islam. In
Sharing Jesus with Muslims, Fouad Masri encourages Christians to set aside fear, excuses, and diﬀerences and share
the good news of Jesus. Rich with stories and conversation starters, the book gives readers tangible and respectful
ways to initiate friendships and minister to the felt needs of Muslims. Sharing Jesus with Muslims serves as a step-bystep guide for eﬀective witnessing, and includes: Conversation starters Insight into Muslim culture, including do's and
don'ts Biblical responses to issues relevant to Islam Stories with practical application from Masri's forty years of
ministry to Muslims Discipleship materials for ministering to Muslims Void of judgement or guilt trips, pastors, ministry
leaders, and everyday Christians will ﬁnd their relationships with Muslims enhanced by the principles in this book. Pick
up Sharing Jesus with Muslims and discover the joy of serving and relating to Muslims.

Try Me, I Am Jesus
A Muslim's Journey with Christ
WestBow Press Syed Ibn Syed was on the verge of suicide when the miraculous happened, and he gave his life to Jesus
instead. A former Muslim, he has been walking with Christ for a quarter of a century and maintains a deep passion and
love for Muslim people. Because of his background, Syed is equipped to share the gospel and the love of Jesus in
unique ways. He has a master’s degree in religion, speaks nine diﬀerent languages, and conducts seminars and
conferences in various countries. This book is not only an account of his incredible journey with Christ but also a
celebration of the love and grace of God.

Jesus in Muslim-Christian Conversation
Wipf and Stock Publishers Jesus is a revered messenger of God for Muslims and Lord and Savior for Christians. How can
Muslims and Christians relate to each other when this ﬁgure from the past attracts them yet drives them apart? Jesus
is the very center of the Christian faith, but for Muslims he is a faithful witness to God, who is central to Islam. In the
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twenty-ﬁrst century, is it possible for Muslims and Christians to relate to each other around him? This book is an
attempt to bring together two representative voices from Muslim and Christian communities to talk about Jesus.
Ibrahim is a Sunni Suﬁ Muslim who has studied Christianity and has been active as an academic in the Western world.
Paul is an Evangelical Protestant who has lived in the Muslim world and has been engaged in teaching religious studies
in the West. The conversation begins with the conception of Jesus and ends with his return from heaven and deals with
his earthly work in between. His miraculous activity, his teaching, and the titles he has been given are considered in
detail, and diﬀerences over the ending of Jesus' life are debated.

Muslims, Christians, and Jesus
Gaining Understanding and Building Relationships
Bethany House Based on the author's twenty-ﬁve years of ﬁrst-hand experience, this engaging book reveals what
Islam really teaches and how today's Muslims live and think. With practical information and personal stories, Carl
Medearis shows readers how they can build life-changing bridges between the world's two largest religions--one
person at a time, whether in the US or elsewhere.

Jesus and Jihad
Reclaiming the Prophetic Heart of Christianity and Islam
Wipf and Stock Publishers Few words inspire more fear in Americans these days than jihad. Its mere utterance
conjures up images of car bombs exploding in crowded markets; Boeing 737s crashing into tall buildings; and ﬂagburning, gun-toting bearded Arab men shouting, "allahu akbar" and "Death to America!" But what if all our
stereotypical images of jihad are wrong, and when rightly understood, jihad turns out to be the perfect lens through
which to understand the life and mission of Jesus? Jesus and Jihad argues that in early Muslim sources jihad stood for
the struggle to transform a violent and unjust pre-Islamic society into one characterized by greater levels of justice
and peace. When rescued from his Christian pietistic misinterpretations, Jesus emerges as a highly prophetic ﬁgure of
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resistance to the injustices authorized by Roman imperial power. As Muslims reengage an authentic understanding of
jihad, and Christians, through a renewed understanding of jihad, meet the prophetic Jesus from whom they have
become estranged, a new era of Christian-Muslim cooperation in the struggle against injustice can become the norm,
replacing the current antipathy dividing these communities with a passion to reclaim once again a prophetic heart in
service to a hurting world.

No God but One: Allah or Jesus? (with Bonus Content)
A Former Muslim Investigates the Evidence for Islam and
Christianity
Zondervan BONUS: This eBook includes downloadable videos and a Q&A with Nabeel Qureshi that are not found in the
print edition. Having shared his journey of faith in the New York Times bestselling Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, Nabeel
Qureshi now examines Islam and Christianity in detail, exploring areas of crucial conﬂict and unpacking the relevant
evidence. In this anticipated follow-up book, Nabeel reveals what he discovered in the decade following his conversion,
providing a thorough and careful comparison of the evidence for Islam and Christianity--evidence that wrenched his
heart and transformed his life. In Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, Nabeel Qureshi recounted his dramatic journey,
describing his departure from Islam and his decision to follow Christ. In the years that followed, he realized that the
world’s two largest religions are far more diﬀerent than they initially appeared. No God but One: Allah or Jesus?
addresses the most important questions at the interface of Islam and Christianity: How do the two religions diﬀer? Are
the diﬀerences signiﬁcant? Can we be conﬁdent that either Christianity or Islam is true? And most important, is it
worth sacriﬁcing everything for the truth? Nabeel shares stories from his life and ministry, casts new light on current
events, and explores pivotal incidents in the histories of both religions, providing a resource that is gripping and
thought-provoking, respectful and challenging. Both Islam and Christianity teach that there is No God but One, but
who deserves to be worshiped, Allah or Jesus? This eBook includes the full text of the book plus bonus content not
found in the softcover! Bonuses include a Q&A with Nabeel Qureshi and downloadable videos that answer important
questions about Islam and Christianity. Please note that some e-reader devices do not accommodate video play. You
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can still access the bonus videos by copying the web address provided into an internet browser on a device or
computer that accommodates video content.

Jesus and the Qur’An
Jesus Christ Is Above All.
WestBow Press My advice is as follows: the Quran is the guide and the weapon of Muslims. Through the 114 Suras and
6,247 verses of the Quran, Muslims must well-handle this guide, this weapon, to combat their ignorance of the divine
truth. This truth will set them free and will help them to ﬁnd the path of salvation. After death, the body remains on
earth and the soul joined God Almighty through a single door to be judged. And everyone, particularly my Muslim
brothers and sisters, must seek and ﬁnd that single door in order to save his own soul. Being a suspension of
spermatozoon, do not challenge God the Father and obey his holy Word. My prayer goes to all people who will read and
trust this book. And I encourage everyone to do their own research in order to ﬁnd the divine truth from God the
Father.

Jesus the Kalimatullah
A Christian-Muslim Relation
ISPCK

The True Revelation of Jesus Christ
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To the Muslim, the Athiest, the Jew and a Light to the
Christian World
AuthorHouse This book is written to assist Jews, Muslims, atheists and mostly Christians in gaining a more
comprehensive and accurate knowledge and understanding about Jesus Christ. The overwhelming weight of evidence
placed on Jesus in this work as Lord and Savior of the universe is far greater than what the Quran narrates or what the
Jew can accommodate. The evidence is so strong and so clear, that it gives understanding to the atheist and boosts up
the knowledge of the reader about Jesus Christ, who is 100 percent man and 100 percent God. The journey from the
original plan of God for man to the end of time is explained with examples of incompatibility between the Bible and the
Quran. Thus, the reader is brought to a deeper knowledge of the Biblical inerrancy concerning the Godhead of the
Bible and the great rescue plan of the Creator of the universe through Jesus Christ. You will ﬁnd thrilling information
which will kick your socks oﬀ and keep your mind and spirit in balance as you continue to read. I would say it is food
for thought to change your life for the better.

Between Allah & Jesus
What Christians Can Learn from Muslims
InterVarsity Press What would happen if Christians and a Muslim at a university talked and disagreed, but really tried
to understand each other? What would they learn? That is the intriguing question Peter Kreeft seeks to answer in
these imaginative conversations at Boston College. An articulate and engaging Muslim student named 'Isa challenges
the Christian students and professors he meets on issues ranging from prayer and worship to evolution and abortion,
from war and politics to the nature of spiritual struggle and spiritual submission.
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The Costly Call
Modern-Day Stories of Muslims Who Found Jesus
Kregel Publications "Personal narratives of the consequences of converting to Christianity from Muslims around the
world"--Provided by publisher.

Where to Start with Islam
A New Approach to Engaging with Muslim Friends
Samuel Green has spent more than two decades speaking with Muslims and ﬁnding out what they are taught about
Jesus and his followers: that Jesus wasn't cruciﬁed, the Bible is corrupted, and the Trinity is the weak point you won't
be able to explain. He has also come to realize that their book, the Qur'an, makes claims about Christianity and history
that simply aren't true.Where to Start with Islam will equip you to understand and address these assumptions and
know where to start as you seek to present your Muslim friends with Christ and share with them about his wonderful
gift of salvation.

Woman to Woman
Sharing Jesus with a Muslim Friend
Baker Books Like many women in the Church, Joy Loewen didn't fully understand Muslim women or their roles in the
Muslim culture and religion. In fact, she was afraid of them and not particularly interested in befriending them. But
with prayer, wisdom, and a lot of love, Joy overcame these obstacles, found that she actually liked them, and that
many of these women are irresistibly attracted to the love of Jesus. For the last thirty years she has used this
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knowledge to build authentic connections with Muslim women, reaching out to them in a sensitive, eﬀective way. In
this practical and very personal book, Joy shares not only her insights into befriending Muslim women, but many
helpful stories from her own experiences. Her goal is to help readers "move from fear to love and compassion" so that
they, too, can love as Christ does. Woman to Woman is essential reading for Christian leaders, ministries, and any
layperson who wants to grow in love for and understanding of Muslims.

Jesus and the Incarnation
Reﬂections of Christians from Islamic Contexts
OCMS Jesus and the Incarnation Reﬂections of Christians from Islamic Contexts In the dialogues of Christians with
Muslims nothing is more fundamental than the Cross, the Incarnation and the Resurrection of Jesus. An open and
honest conversation on these is a necessity as Christians all over the world meet with Muslims on a daily basis.
Building on the volume on the Cross, published in 2009, this book contains voices of Christians living in various 'Islamic
contexts' and reﬂecting on the Incarnation of Jesus. The aim of these reﬂections is constructive and the hope is that
the papers weaved around the notion of 'the Word' will not only promote dialogue among Christians on the roles of the
Person and the Book but, also, create a positive environment for their conversations with Muslim neighbors.

The Muslim Jesus
Rassool Auckbaraullee

Sharing Jesus with Muslims in America
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Muslim population in the United States is growing quickly, and there
are no signs of this growth slowing down. So how should Christians respond? With fear? With tolerance? By ignoring
Muslims? Or with boldness, hope, and the Good News of Jesus Christ, clearly the biblical answer. For centuries the
church did not go to Muslims with the gospel because Christians thought it was too dangerous or too diﬃcult. Now God
is bringing Muslims to America where Christians can lead them to Christ. But when I share this opportunity with
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churches around the country, I'm asked, "But how? How do I meet Muslims? How can my church make the
connections?" This book seeks to answer those questions and more. If you are a Christian, I hope you will open your
heart to God's plan for Muslims in your community. You can start by reading this book.

Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
A Devout Muslim Encounters Christianity
Zondervan NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • 2015 Christian Book Award winner • Nabeel Qureshi describes his dramatic
journey from Islam to Christianity in this expanded edition with new bonus content and reﬂections. "My friend Nabeel
Qureshi was courageous enough to chase down the truth with intellectual integrity, no matter the personal cost," --Lee
Strobel, bestselling author of The Case for Christ. Providing an intimate view into a loving Muslim home, Qureshi
shares how he developed a passion for Islam before discovering, almost against his will, evidence that Jesus rose from
the dead and claimed to be God. Unable to deny the arguments but not wanting to deny his family, Qureshi struggled
with an inner turmoil that will challenge Christians, Muslims, and all those who are interested in two of the world's
greatest religions and the quest for truth. Qureshi--with great courage and intimacy--wrote this book with three major
purposes in mind: To tear down walls between two of the world's major religions by giving non-Muslim readers an
insider's perspective into a Muslim's heart and mind. To equip the reader with facts and knowledge, showing the
strength of the case for the gospel contrasted with the case for Islam. To portray the immense inner struggle of
Muslims grappling with the gospel, including all the sacriﬁces and doubts that rise up along the way. Seeking Allah,
Finding Jesus is more than the memoir of a man's pursuit of answers to the most important issues of life and faith.
Ultimately, it's the story about the transformative grace and mercy of the one true God. This edition has been
expanded to include: A revised foreword and introduction A new afterword by apologist Mark Mittelberg and a
reﬂection by Nabeel's wife A substantially extended epilogue that shares how Nabeel told his friend David of his
decision to follow Christ, how his parents found out, and more Expert contributions from scholars and ministry leaders
on each section of the book, contributions previously included only in the ebook edition An appendix with a topical
table of contents (for teaching from Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus) An appendix tackling the objection that Ahmadi
Muslims--the Islamic movement that Qureshi was raised in--are not true Muslims And a sneak peek prologue from
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Nabeel's book, No God but One: Allah or Jesus?

Jesus the Muslim Prophet
History Speaks of a Human Messiah Not a Divine Christ
Tracing Jesus in the Bible and the Quran
GRIN Verlag Doctoral Thesis / Dissertation from the year 2003 in the subject Theology - Comparative Religion Studies,
grade: cum laude, Concordia University Montreal (Concordia Theologica Instiute; Neﬀs, Penns., USA), language:
English, abstract: This paper sets out to examine the presence of Jesus Christ as presented in the Holy Quran. This is
presented from the perspective of a twentieth century African Christian after an objective reading of the Holy Quran
and some Hadith literature. Jesus comes through as a prophet and messenger of Allah, with whom Allah has
established unique relationship and about whom the last word is not yet spoken. The Quran comes through as a great
defender of what it reveals as the true nature and identity of Jesus, against diﬀerent and conﬂicting
misrepresentations of Jesus by rival Christian groups. The Quran presents a Jesus in whom Allah is greatly interested.
Allah identiﬁes and prepares Mary the mother of Jesus and entrusts her to the care of Zachariah. Allah gives a gift of a
son to Zachariah in their old age; this son is John and called “Yahya” in the Quran. Allah then gives a Word from
Himself to Mary. This word from Allah given to Mary becomes Jesus a son born of a virgin mother. Allah himself
through the ministry of Angels and nature arranges for and takes care of Mary’s conﬁnement and post-delivery care till
Allah presents her back to her people with her infant son Jesus who as an infant miraculously spoke in defense of his
mother. The Quran presents a Jesus who delivers a message to the children of Israel only. A Jesus who performs
miracles and a Jesus who is rescued by Allah from the threat of being cruciﬁed by the Jews Allah takes Jesus unto
Himself and before the day of judgement Jesus will come to do the will of Allah. After reading all the references of
Jesus in the Quran, one develops an interest in this Prophet and Messenger of Allah and asks many questions about
him. However, the Quran is silent. This silence of the Quran about so much historical information about Jesus becomes
very loud and problematic. The quotations from the Holy Quran in this paper are from Ali, Abdullah Yusuf: The Holy
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Quran: Arabic Text, Translation and Commentary, University of New York Press, 1991. The purpose of this paper is:- 1.
Trace Jesus in the Holy Quran 2. Compare and contrast the Jesus in the Quran and the Bible 3. Help Christian to
understand Islam Religion and being able to answer the basic system of doctrine of a Muslim. 4. Have a picture of Jesus
through the eyes of a Muslim and a Christian.

The Islamic Jesus
The Portrait of Jesus in Islamic Literature and Tradition
iUniverse The religion founded by Mohammad gives primacy to the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Moses, and,
although it may be a surprise to many Christians, considers Jesus one of the prominent religious ﬁgures of Islam. The
Islamic Jesus is a book for all those who are interested in Christology, in which Daniel Deleanu brings together both
canonical and traditional Islamic texts, adding a new facet to the image of Jesus in this often misunderstood religion.
Deleanu shows that there are substantial discrepancies between the canonical and the apocryphal portraits of Jesus in
Islam. Alongside the authoritative Koranic stories of Jesus, this anthology presents traditional accounts from the
Hadith and other less known sources, whom Daniel Deleanu has collected and co-translated to produce a genuine
Islamic gospel.

The Truth About Islam and Jesus
Harvest House Publishers Christians are often surprised when they hear Muslims say, "We believe in Jesus too, and we
hold Him in great esteem." But what do they really mean? Are the Muslim Jesus and the Christian Jesus the same
person? Immersed in the Islamic worldview as the son of a devout muezzin—mosque leader—Emir Caner helps readers
untangle two very diﬀerent belief systems. He and John Ankerberg take on the tough questions: What role does Jesus
have in Islam? What does the Qu'ran say about Him? What does it not say? Why are Muslims repulsed by the idea that
Jesus is the Son of God, fully God and fully man? What do Muslims have in mind when they acknowledge Jesus as
virgin-born? How can Christians discuss these belief diﬀerences without insulting Muslim friends and acquaintances? A
concise, authoritative guide for informed Muslim-Christian interaction.
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Jesus the Messiah in Muslim Thought
Muslims, Christians, and Jesus
Understanding the World of Islam and Overcoming the
Fears That Divide Us
Bethany House An Acclaimed Guide to Understanding Today's Muslim, Completely Updated Carl Medearis provides new
insights into the top questions people have about Muslims and Islam. With practical information and fascinating
stories, he shares culturally sensitive ways for Christians to get to know Muslims on a personal level. In this updated
and expanded edition, Medearis shares · How more and more Muslims live "right next door," and how we can overcome
the growing level of misinformation and fear · The roots of modern-day jihad and how recent developments in the
Middle East aﬀect the West · A new chapter answering tough questions about terrorism, Christian converts, and other
key topics Medearis shows how common ground is the best foundation for hearts turning to Jesus rather than focusing
initially on the diﬀerences between Islam and Christianity.

Ex-Muslim
How One Daring Prayer to Jesus Changed a Life Forever
Thomas Nelson Jesus revealed himself to a young, brash, Pakistani Muslim. But he didn’t just reveal himself; he turned
Naeem Fazal’s world upside down. Moving from Kuwait to Charleston, South Carolina, had been an adventure.
Surrendering his life to Jesus Christ was actual treason. And yet, Jesus brought Fazal the most powerful peace he had
ever experienced: “It ﬁlled the room. It grew roots in my heart and in my soul. It intoxicated me.” In this riveting
memoir, Fazal describes how God used extraordinary means to bring a young, underachieving, Muslim immigrant
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through Desert Storm, across the oceans, into college, and ultimately to pastor a Christian church in North Carolina. He
demonstrates that no character ﬂaw, no distance, no cultural chasm is too great for Jesus to reach across. Fazal is
candid about his shortcomings, practical about the challenges of cross-cultural engagement, and ultimately inspiring
that God is capable of far more than we have grown to expect. He says, “Jesus consistently, stubbornly refuses to limit
himself to my expectations. Which makes getting to know him an unfolding adventure of epic proportions.” Whether
you are a Muslim, Christian, or neither, Ex-Muslim makes a compelling case that life with Jesus Christ is a true
adventure.

Combat Kit for Muslim (Islam)
Salaam - Salah Vision It is with the greatest pleasure that we give you our permission to reproduce or translate* this
booklet in any language for free distribution. This book was solely made for Muslim and for all who want to understand
about Bible in a broader prospective. This book was made in response to Christian oﬀensive against Islam. By no
means this book is made to attack or hurt any Christians but to show the truth. Intention of making this book is to ease
doubts into the minds of the Muslims about the authenticity of the Qur'an and Islam. This book is to guide Muslim in
the right path. Before undergoing using this book I would strictly request you to have all knowledge of Islam. Our
purpose here is only to demonstrate the diﬀerence between what we still have remaining today in the original
language from Almighty God, and what changes, deletions, additions and interpolations others have managed to
manifest in the Bible BEWARE! Do not take this lightly. We Muslims fully believe in the God of Abraham and Moses and
as such, the revelations given to them from God and casting doubts toward those scriptures (ORIGINAL ONE) is totally
forbidden in Islam and could cancel any chance of going to Paradise.” I would request you all to use this booklet with
care. There are many things that i will keep updating as time permit. Finally, to my fellow readers all I'm asking of you
is to remember me in your prayer and help me to promote this book so that many of our brothers and sisters in faith
understand Bible. I hope you will appreciate my eﬀorts and handwork towards promoting this book which for sure will
change your life.
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A Wind in the House of Islam
How God is Drawing Muslims Around the World to Faith
in Jesus Christ
Wigtake Resources LLC A Wind in the House of Islam investigates the phenomenon of millions of Muslims who are
turning to faith in Jesus Christ today. Over the course of Islamic history tens of millions of Christians were absorbed
into the House of Islam. But what about the opposite? Have there ever been movements of Muslim communities who
voluntarily turned to Jesus Christ and were baptized? The ﬁrst 13 centuries of Islam's history saw only three
movements numbering at least a thousand Muslims turning to Christianity, apart from those that were coerced
through wars, Crusades and Inquisitions. Today, the story is changing. Over the past two decades there have been 69
additional movements of Muslims to Christ scattered across the Muslim world from West Africa to Indonesia. In an
unprecedented global survey, Dr. David Garrison, Ph.D. University of Chicago, traveled a quarter-million miles
throughout the House of Islam to ﬁnd out why and how this is happening today. His research took him into every
corner of the Muslim world where he gathered more than a thousand interviews of Muslim-background followers of
Jesus Christ. His core question: What did God use to bring you to faith in Jesus Christ? A Wind in the House of Islam
reveals their stories, and David Garrison's journey through all nine Rooms in the House of Islam, where he discovered
that the Wind of God's Spirit is blowing through every one of them. A Wind in the House of Islam is a 328-page book
written in an engaging style, but also includes a glossary of Islamic terms, a bibliography for further reading,
endnotes, 11 maps with data tables of Muslim populations, 46 photographs, and excerpts from more than a thousand
interviews. Each of the book's 15 chapters conclude with discussion questions to facilitate small group dialogue and
discovery. Learn more about the book at: www.WindintheHouse.org
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